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About This Content

This rapid assault craft introduces a new way to play for fans of Strike Suit Zero. The fast-moving Raptor, with its devastating
shotgun-style weapon will give the player new ways to blast through the missions.
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Born Ready Games Ltd.
Publisher:
Born Ready Games Ltd.
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista

Processor:Dual core 2.4Ghz

Memory:4 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA 250 GTS / ATI Radeon 4800 series

DirectX®:11

Hard Drive:3 GB HD space

Sound:Any stereo sound card

English,German,French,Italian
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This masterpiece is one of those games you can play with your friends on LAN parties til 4AM. Though it was also cool to play
your version of the game on the arcade machine at school :P. Best and most addictive game ever. Period.. Why not Tom Araya?
*Plays intro riff of raining blood*;) \m/. When a huge mob of enemies started pouring into the screen just as Bulldozer started
playing I knew this game was gonna be amazing.

Good lord it's perfect, this is the greatest nostalgia trip I've ever had, thanks devs for making me reminescence of my younger
days.

I love you, I love this game and most of all I love Bud and Terence.

RIP Bud, you'll be missed but your legacy will live on strong forever.. A beautifully minimalistic puzzler. Not as easy to
understand as YANKAI'S TRIANGLE, but as addictive. Recommended.. Long learning curve ,but worth the time to learn
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I'm giving this a thumbs up because the program is exactly what it says it is. It is a series of four roller coasters in various
fantasy settings. One is great, one is very good, one is interesting, and one is pretty dull. It could use some coaster sound effects,
but the music is good and the graphics are first rate. Note that this is not an interactive experience. You sit in the car and ride
the coasters that are provided. The whole experience takes less than 15 minutes. Of course you can ride them as many times as
you like without having to stand in line like at an amusement park.

Hopefully we will get more coasters over time.. If you can play it, then you're lucky. It gets stuck for me on every second
loading screen. But doesn't really matter, since the game sucks anyway.. Ski Hard: Lorsbruck 1978 has some really neat
qualites in an Itch.io kind of way, but is far too thin for the asking price. The visuals are A+ but the actual gameplay is
sitting at around a D, being overly simplilstic and just a wonky and broken physics game. And sometimes wonky physics is a
good thing, but not here. I went in perhaps expecting an indie 3D version of that old Windows SkiFree game, and while there
is a touch of that, it just doesn't keep my attention.

Essentially, you use WASD to move, speed up and slow down. Controlling the character feels like trying to steer a flimsy
piece of cardboard down a windy mountainside. Ironically they actually look like cardboard cutouts too. The whole thing
feels like it is on ice, and it's not a subtle feeling. The best part of the game is the absolutely gorgeous visuals. The angle at
which you are cruising down the mountain offers a breath-taking view. If it weren't for the controls, this would be a
wonderful zen game to play on a snowy day with a cup of coffee in hand. At the end of the day, the goal is to chase your
scores, and sadly Steam Leaderboards are not implemented. That may have been a redeeming feature, particulary at this
price point. I would also expect local co-op, while we are on the topic of asking price.

Pros:
+Yeah, it's a neat experimental indie game
+Beautiful vistas and terrain
+Neat idea overall

Cons:
-Controlling the character is far too wonky for me
-Nothing compels me to keep playing; no unlockables (other than tracks), and no Steam Leaderboards or even local play
-Price point is simply too high for this one

Sadly, I'd pass on this one.. I think this game really could shine if there were some management challenges here, but as it
turns out, all you do is move your troops and ships around conquering map tiles. Every year you have some income and can
build more armies and ships. And that's it - every turn equals three months, and so you give move orders to the armies, and
build more of them.

It's kinda like the classic "WAR" board game. Armies are stones, build more, throw them at the enemy, next turn, rinse and
repeat. However much simpler. Actually, there is pratically nothing to do in the game besides building more armies (which in
the game are mere numbers, say, 15 armies, 73 armies), and moving them around.

The sad thing is that this isn't all too bad if there were at least something more, like say cards, events, some province
management, but ... no. That's just it.. THIS IS NOT ENDLESS MODE

This is just the same as playing after the game is complete, without having to advance time. Deceiving name. Was hoping for
an arena type thing that just spawns enemies, which is what the description sounds like. Got ripped off.

Edit: I mean, yea, look at this:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=333706062

There is nothing "endless" about this what so ever. There's no way to even get new Uruks. All it is is kill 20 Captains and 5
warchiefs and AS SOON AS you kill the last one, boom, game over - would you like to start another one?

Yet the description says "This exclusive Challenge Mode continually spawns new Legions of Enemies" ... That...that's just not
true at all.. there isn't anything crazy spectaular about this point-and-click puzzle game, but i enjoyed my time with it. the
puzzles aren't too bad- only a few will stump you because of odd mechanics. the highlight of this game is the creepiness and
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mild horror that goes with the puzzles. definitely worth a playthrough!. Wow, how is this garbage is mostly positive???????

Just

LOOK

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1204942160

Yes this is a tablet controls, and yes this game is an example of a very basic Arkanoid, spammed with random pictures as
textures.. This is an insult to the other game, it used to be a hardcore raging game, and now even an autistic baby with no fingers
can complete it.
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